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HOPE FOR DEMOCRACY

MAY BE LOST

ON THE GREAT LAKES.
Chicago, Feb., 6. Two steamers of
the Goodrich line, due in Chicago yesterday, the City of Racine from Grand
Haven and the Iowa from Milwaukee,
have not been heard from since sail
ing Monday night. Both are believed
to be held in the ice fields. Each has
a passenger list numbering thirty to
fifty persons.
Arrived Safely.
Chicago, Feb. 7. After battling for
36 hours with ice and wind six miles
off Chicago harbor, the steamers Ra
cine and Iowa reached port last night
with a combined list of fifty passen
gers. They were, rescued by the tug
Merford, which broke the ice from
around the boats and opened a lane
by which they entered the river and
"

Fifty Out of Eighty Men Wanted as
Witnesses in Colfax County Have
Influential and
Left the Territory
Wealthy Men Behind the Frauds,
and a Desperate Fight is in Sight.

discharged their passengers.
STEVENS

Santa Fe.

N. M., Feb. 7.

HAS BALKED

Washington, D. C, Feb. 7. The administration has been brought face
to face with the alternative of reject
ing all bids for the construction of
the Panama Canal by contract or dos
ing the services of Chief Engineer
John Y. Stevens. This is the reason
for the delay of President Roosevelt
Secretary Taft and Chairman Shonts
of the Canal Commission on the Oli
ver hid. An effort Is being made to
get Stevens to change his mind, but
he continues obdurate, and the indi
cations are that the administration
will accede to his request, and that
the construction will be continued by
the government. This information con
cerning Stevens created some surprise, as Stevens testified before the
Senate Canal Committee that he favored building the canal by contract.
He now expresses the belief that
the canal can be constructed by the
government within ten years. His
friends advise him that if the contract is let for construction he will
be robbed of the credit of building it.

The

EXTRA EMPLOYEES GRAFT
the People's Money is Squandered at Santa Fe
by the Legislature Elected to do the Will of the
People of New Mexico.

How

The extra employee question is one
of very serious impj.t to the people
of tUi3 Territory. In order to lay the
exact situation before the people
Albuquerque Journal secured lists ol
the employees of the legislature the
amounts paid and a genera! resume
..' the entire situation. This articie
we
below. heaJinar t with, the
bill passed by congress to meet the
" New Me- extra employee situat-oici and appropriating ample funds
for oeir pay. You can make the com
oaiisons for yourself.

contest is now dividing attention with the doings of the
legislative assembly. The 'bearing in
Torrance county were held last week,
and the attorneys engaged have returned.
The evidence taken Is not yet ready
for the printer but It is certain that
the Democrats have made a strong
case and exposed terrible conditions
in that county.
For about ten days the officers of
Colfax county have been trying to
caton the mer knowing about the
frauds charged up there. The conditions may be best explained by the
fact that the first eighty men the
sheriff went after he succeeded, with
the greatest difficulty, in serving thirty. The other fifty, including all the
election judges and clerks in the precincts questioned, have left the territory. Some of them were tracel to
Trinidad. Sheriff Littrell, of Colfax
county. Is a Republican, but the interested Democrats give him credit with
having made every possible effort to
An Incident of the Thaw Case.
get the men wanted, and they are
New York, Feb. 7. While the Thaw
satisfied that no man could have serv- jury was on the way to court this
ed them.
morning, a man on the street called
Fifty of the first eighty sought to out, "Vote for Thaw." Captain Lynch,
be served as witnesses have left the of the court police, immediately ord
territory, many of them permanently. ered the men's arrest and he was ar
The missing men are these knowing raigned Defore Justice Fitzgerald.
the inside history of the frauds com- Captain Lynch, however, attached no
mitted in Colfax county, but it is pro- importance to the incident, saying
posed to get at the bottom of this the man was simply a "Smart Aleck."
business, and steps have been taken Lynch does not believe that any of
to follow some of the most important the jurors heard the remark.
witnesses needed. They can not ba
(Mrs. Nesblt-Thawas on the wit
secured in time for the contest hear- ness stand today, tout her testimony
ing, but indictments will be brought was so rank that the "Parson" con
against them and they will be made sidered it unfit for print. Ed.)
to tell what they know in court.
It is well understood that the frauds NEW
YORK x COFFEE
CO'S
in Colfax county were planned by very prominent men, and it is now proFAnOUS COFFEE
posed to land these men behind the
BREAKFAST BELL
bars as a warning to others. As the
guilty men have wealth and influence
AT
the fight will be a desperate one, but
CO.
JOYCE
PRUIT
those interested in forcing an investigation have the money and the deterNew Comic Opera.
mination to carry it through. MeanSan Francisco. Cal., Feb. 7. Paciwhile, the democrats must be restrain
ed from Issuing any more papers, or fic Mail steamers sailing for Panama
the republican population of Colfax and intermediate points within the
county will be so greatly reduced as last few weeks have carried a total
to maKt the nomination of another of nearly 1,000 cases of cartridge powrepublican county ticket impossible. der, consigned to unknown parties at
Champerico and San Jose in Guatemala. No attempt was made to con.ENGINEER KILLED, TWO
MAIL CLERKS MISSING. ceal the nature of the shipments, the
Chicago, Feb. 7. Passenger train contents being plainly marked on each
No. 5 on the Great Western railroad. box. It Is believed here that the muni
which left here last night, was wreck- tlons are for the revolutionists and
ed early this morning at German Val- that an attempt will soon be made
ley, near Freeport. 111. The engineer to overthrow the present government
was killed and two mail clerks are of the Central American Btate.
missing. The train ran into a car
Oklahoma Stock Breeders.
that had been left standing on a siding too near the main track. The
Enid, Okla.. Feb. 7. The Oklahoforce of the collision threw the en- ma Improved Stock Breeders' Associa
gine against an elevator, and the en- tion met In annual session here today
gine and mail car were nearly sub- with stockmen from all over the new
,
State hi attendance. Several addresmerged in grain.
ses on breeding topics will be delivANOTHER EARTHQUAKE
ered during the convention. At the
SHOCK AT KINGSTON. pure bred stock show today a scale
Kingston.
Jamaica. Feb. 7. Rain of shorthorn cattle is in progress, the
has Hbeen falling, increasing the dis- offerings Including many valuable
comfort of the earthquake refugees, prize winners from Oklahoma. Kansas
who are encamped on the race track and Missouri herds..
,
v
and In parks. A heavy earthquake
hock occurred Tuesday night, lastInsulating Cold Storage Plant.
ing nearly ten seconds.
Mr. Ventre as, of Pittsburg,
Pa.,
came ia last night as a representative
RAILROAD CUTS RATES
of .the Armstrong Cork Company and
ON CARRYING MAIL. has started the.
work of insulating
Chicago,
Feb. 7. The
from heat .the ice tanks and cold, stortoday says:- Ia order to prevent trans- age rooms of the Rob well Gas & Ice
continental mail being transferred to Company.
the Rock Island system, the Burlingo
ton railroad has notified the Postof-fiAll the seats were sold and fiftv '
Department that It will cut tts people turned away at the Majestic
rates for this service aboof seren'perj last night, when the Spooner Dra--'
cent, equal to about 165.000 per
ma tic Co. jjut on "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. '
This Is the first time any rail- Hyde." The performance is praised
way has offered to cut the rate iflxed by all who attended. The company
by congress for mail service. The Fight for.- - MUMoe." tonight, There
proposition caused amazement in rail- has been a large advance , sal of
road circles and fear ia expressed by seats.
w

.

however, was allowed to stand
made.
As a result there is a legal $15,000

available for
thl appropriation
ment of extra employes at

-

CHIEF ENGINEER

Amendment proposed by Mr. Pen
rose to the bill (H. R, 21574) making
appropriations for the legislative, ex
ecutive and judicial expenses of the
government for the fiscal year end
ing June 30th, 1908, and for other purposes viz: Insert the following:
That an additional sum of fifteen
thousand dollars be appropriated for
the contingent expenses of the New
Mexico Territorial legislature as follows:
For Council: One assistant chief
clerk, one assistant enrolling clerk,
and one engrossing clerk, at five dollars each per day; one assistant sergeant at arms, one door keeper and
one assistant door keeper, and one
reading clerk, at four dollars each per
day; three stenographers, at four dol
lars ea6h per day; two messengers,
and two pages, at two dollars each

per day; seven committee clerks at

four dollars each per day; and five
hundred dollars for the President and
three clerks for ten days after close
of session to close business.
For House: One assistant chief

clerk, one assistant enrolling clerk.
and one engrossing clerk at five dollars each iper day; one sergeant at
arms, one door keeper, one assistant
door keeper, and one reading clerk, at
four dollars each per day; five steno
graphers at four dollars each per day;
ten committee clerks, at four dollars
each per day; five messengers and
five pages, at two dollars each per
day; and five hundred dollars for the
speaker and three clerks for ten days
after close of session to close busi- ness.

For miscellaneous items: Postage,
telegrams, and other miscellaneous
items, two thousand six hundred dol
lars.

It has been hoped that when the
present legislative assembly convened
that the long established and steadily growing
graft would
be abolished, or at least abated. The
necessity for extra employes other
than those allowed and paid by the
federal government, has been fully
recognized by every one familiar with
legislative procedure.
The governor
of the territory recognized it for in
his annual report to the interior department he recommended "the appropriation by the federal government
of an additional $15,000 for the payment of needed extra employes. The
$15,000 has since been allowed by congress at the governor's suggestion.
All appropriations for extra" employes
over and above this amount are illegal. The $15,000 requested by the
governor is more than is actually
amply
needed, since $10,000 would
cover all necessary requirements. The
governor, it is probable, placed his recommendation
at $15,000, expecting
it to be reduced by the department,
as is usually done in
of
such requests. His recommendation.
extra-employ-

e

;

-

-

the-case-

s

the paythis ses

sion of the legislature.
Knowing that this would be the
limit of the amount which could be
legally appropriated for the extra-eploye payroll, it was hoped and confidently expected that the payroll of
the two houses would be held below
that amount.
No such thing has happened however. As the payroll of the two hous
es stands today, should this payroll
go on through the session, the total
amount to be paid out for extra employes for the sixty days will exceed
$25,000.
There is but $15,000 available. Any further appropriation is illegal and if this total of $25,000 is to
be paid out to these extra employes,
it is plain that the $10,000 must be illegally obtained.
The tables given below which show
the exact number of employes in the
house of representatives, their names
alleged occupations and amount of
daily pay received, together with the
number of employes in the council,
and their pay, show very
clearly
where this $25,000 is to go.
There are now sixty employes in
the house in addition to those allow
ed and paid by the federal govern
ment. By the original caucus agreement each member of the house was
allowed to name two employes. Sev
eral of the members refused to acceptthis offer, believing that the extra em
ploye graft should be stopped now;
while the three democratic members
received no allowance, so that sever
al of the republican members received an over allowance. Most of these
were placed at the disposal of the
machine; or to be plain, to be filled
by H. O. Bursum and his friends. In
addition there was given to Speaker
Baca the privilege of naming five pages and five messengers, and H. O.
Bursum was allowed to appoint six
employes.
Just why Mr. Bursum, who is not
a mumber or tne legislature, ana w.no
has no official connection with it and
no legal relations to it, should be allowed to place six employes on the
payroll to be paid out of the territorial funds, is not plain. It is attempt
ed to explain it on the ground that
Mr. Bursum as the chairman of the re
publican territorial committee, is entitled to "distribute some of the patronage." 'but just how it should ben
efit the republican party for Mr. Bursum to place six of his political adherents on the payroll and what possible justification of their payment out
of the funds of the territory, has not
been made clear.
It may be said in justification of this
allowance of extra employe graft to
Mr. Bursum, that it was under his di
rection that the extra employe graft
grew to its present flourishing condi
tion, and it was under him that the
system- - reached its highest develop
ment.
It is not the fault of the members
of the house of representatives that
the house payroll is clogged with the
names of useless employes, and that
illegal drafts are likely to be made
on the territorial treasury to pay
It is the
these useless employes.
fault of the system.
The members, many of them have
been instructed to come down to Santa Fe followed by a retinue of men

FurnitureUllery Furniture

Inter-Ocea- n

c

.
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it Is true, Is supporting
Hagerman, but it is said to be because
of the advantages arranged for before
the arrival of Luna from the east.
The week has been prolific In surprises for the leaders of the old gang.
At ev.ery turn, they found oposltlon,
and they are loud in their . charges
that Hagerman is "working both ends
to the middle," which means that, he
is making more promises than he can
Of
fulfill, even if he is successful.
HOLT ASSERTS THAT TERRITOR- course, this howl is to be expected,
IAL OFFICIAL HAD OFFERED
but it is also true that the average
OFFICE TO LEGISLATOR.
New Mexico politician does not interst
himself in any kind of fight unless it
is to his immediate advantage, and
there may be truth in the charges to
the extent that Hagerman has accepted republican methods" to handle reIN GOVERNOR
NAME

CHARGES

councilman,

BRIBERY

WANT TO

ARBITRATE
PROPERTY
OWNERS AND CITIZENS PETITION COUNCIL.

LOOKS LIKE SETTLEMENT

Many Favor Peaceable Settlement of
the Ditch Question Out of Court,
and Council Calls Meeting for This
Discussion of
Afternoon to Hear
the Proposition.

Capt. Jason W. James today circu
lated a petition addressed to the city
council asking that body to make a
peaceable settlement out of court
with the
if possible.
The plan of settlement suggested is
by arbitration. The sentiment of the
many
signers is that they
would prefer that the city pay its
ditch-owner-

tax-jayln-

.

part of the expense incurred than
have the affair get into the courts and
cause a loss of money that would be
equal to the amount now involved.
The council meets at four o'clock
this- afternoon to receive this peti
tion and hear the remarks of thos-of its signers who choose to speak
on the subject.
It 'begins to look as if there might
be a settlement of this question, as
the sentiment in favor of arbitration
is growing. The merits of the claims
of the ditch owners seem to be tak
ing root and they have expressed
themselves as being willing to make
concessions in the way of maintenance. The tiling or purifying of the
ditches is what the people want, and
the council will probably endeavor to
carry out the will of their constituents.
Mayor Stockard this afternoon said:
"I believe the city should perform its
part of the agreement about paying
for the expense incurred. The deal
was entered into with good faith, and
I think the city should help carry it
out. The fact that the time has expired and the ditches are not tiled
does not release the city from its
obligation. For my part, I want to
see a peaceable settlement, and hope
we can get together this afternoon."
-

-

Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 7. Yesterday
afternoon just before adjournment the
house took up house bill No. 23 for
passage. It seeks to make it a felony
for Territorial officials to attempt to
influence legislation by offering offices
or rewirds. Hudspeth denounced the
object and its pro
bill, its known
moters in a short but forcible speech,
and stung Holt of Dona Ana to the
charge that it was a srtreet report
that a certain Territorial official in
the name of the Governor had offered
a legislator his choice of offices in the
capitol in return for his vote against
pending legislation. The bill passed
the house 16 to 7, all the Democrats
voting No.
The house this morning took up
the Sulzer bill appropriating eight
thousand dollars for dikes in Bernalillo county. It went to the table indefinitely. A committee will be appointed to draft legislation to meet
conditions.
The most important bill introduced
today was No. 55 (Gallegos) to com
pel railroad companies
to furnish
cars for stock shipments, and providing for fines. It also compels the
publication of time tables.
The Holt embezzlement bill was
passed.
The Torrance county bill went to
the committee on county lines.
In the council yesterday afternoon
a bill was introduced by Martinez to
tax the cost3 of prosecution against
tle prosecuting witnesses in case of
failure to convict.
Governor Hagerman signed the Mie
ra amendment to the jury law.
appropriation bill
The employees
has gone to the Governor.
McCUTCHEN.
A

Delayed Special.

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 6. House
joint resolution No. 4. making appro
priation for the pay of employees and
contingent expenses was introduced
in the house today and passed both
house and council. The resolution ap
propriates $5,758 and provides for the
pay of nearly a hundred employees.
These are in addition to those who
are paid by the IT. S. government. At
the same rate for the remainder of
the session the total expense of em
ployees will amount to considerably
more than twenty thousand dollars,
or about as much as was paid to em
ployees during the last session of
the legislature. The resolution passed
the house by a vote of 20 to 1, Hud
speth voting No. The vote in the
council was 8 to 3, Cameron, Sargent
and Sulzer voting No.
Another bill to modify the existing
Sunday law was killed in the house
today, and that body voted not to
consider another similar bill. There
will be no modification of the Sun
day law by this legislature.
Denison introduced a bill in the
house today providing for the formation of Garfield county out of a portion of San Miguel. The house this
afternoon passed the Holt bill dis
qualifying members of the legislature
from accepting appointments
from
the Governor. Ruppe introduced a bill
"

MANY BARGAINS.
THINK

But Among
them is our line
-

we have (decid-

ed to .close out
at a sacrifice.

IT!

Ranpre with
Reservoir and Warming Closet at

An Elegant
.

of stoves that

OF
le

$35.00.
We
."

guarantee every stove to bake

nicely or return it. If you need
stove now is your chance.
.
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THE LEADERS,
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,
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A GROUNDED

'
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campaigns. They have been .taught
that the territorial treasury is open
for the payment of such political
debts. They have learned from past
sessions that the - treasury is wide
open and 'that political debts are to
be so paid by this system of petty
graft which In its aggregate becomes
so considerable an item, and they
therefore come down with their men,
fully expecting, and fully determined
to put them' on the payroll and to
keep them there.
"Other members are getting their
friends on the payroll, so will I," is
the way they reason.
This is not true of all the members.
and this year there is a considerable
S
number who do not care to continue
the graft, and who have stepped aside
and refused to name employes.
But
the others still in the majority and
still under the guidance of the old
machine system, have promptly tilled House Bill No. 23 Passed the House.
the vacancies.
Resolution Appropriating Pay for
The original house caucus agree
Employees Passed and Goes to the
ment was for forty-eigemployes.
Governor.
Other Important Bills
This agreement has been broken be-Introduced.

.

.

-

NUMBER 293

t

o

.

NOW DIVIDING ATTENTION WITH
DOINGS OF LEGISLATURE.

FACTS AND FIGURES ON

.

.1.

-

who have or may have been of politi
cal assistance to them in their local

,

STEAMERS

'

im.

FEBRUARY 7, 1907

See Our Display Window of Fine Office and Library
officials of other, railroads that the
action may lead to a rate war for
the mail traffic between competitive
points, and also might be regarded
by congress as evidence
that the
price paid by the government for the
transportation of mails has been too

ISM(E(Q)SPc

SCHOONER
BROKEN.. TO PIECES.
Md., Feb. 7. A dispatch

Baltimore,
from Cape Hatteras says the schooner which went ashore on Diamond
Shoals Tuesday night went to pieces
last night. No trace of the vessel was
seen this morning,
and the crew
providing for disqualification of memprobably perished.
bers from raccepting appointmentsNit
the hands of the Governor or either
LAKE ARTHUR PEOPLE
MARRIED IN ROSWELL. branch of the legislature.
(Signed) LOOMIS.
Clarence TJllrey, a business man of
Lake Arthur, and Miss Vyra Carlton,
a pretty and petite brunette from the Special Mail Correspondence.
Santa Fe,.N.'M, Feb. 5. The third
same place, came to Roswell this
morning, and after securing the prop- weed of the 37th legislative assembly
er license went to the Southern M. started out entirely too Quietly to
EL parsonage, where Rev.'"
John1 W. last. It has been practically dead
Smith married them. The couple will lock, the governor and his veto standreturn tonight to Lake Arthur, where ing in the way of Che plans of the old
'
party leaders.
they will make their home ' was supposed that Solomon Luna
:
O
, S.,-1- .
Redfield
arrived last; night would be on; hand early ia the week
from St. Louis, having
out there to aid the governor in his fight on the
and come here to improve his 160 district attorney Ibill, but be has fail
acre farm tinder the Hondo reservoir. ed to get into the game. His one

'It

publican

Anyhow, he Is

politicians.

putting up a fight entirely unexpected
and it is getting in on the nerves of
the bosses.
The employees, the Santa Fe hotel
men, store keepers, thirst quinching
parlors are all pressing for a pay day
for the employees, but their pressure
is having no effect at the capitol. It
is believed that Hagerman will veto
any appropriation bill passed, as the
pay roll is' a heavy one, and the halls
are full of useless men. The majority
of the employees of the house are
good men, probably, for herding sheep
or something like that, but they are
worse than useless around a legislative body, and the majority of the
members know it. In fact, is is rumor
ed that a considerable number of the
members of both houses are trying
to starve many of the extra employees
into resigning, and that as soon as a
man gets homesick he can get transportation in return for his resignation.
Several very prominent republicans
are talking of doing away with the em
ployee troubles of the 'party by simply
firing the unnecessary employees and
letting it be known that in the future
employees will be confined to those
actually qualified to fill the positions
to which they aspire. It is reasoned
that those seeking employment are
not worth anything to the party, and
that they can be kept satisfied In no
other ways, without bringing down the
party to the scandals of the employee
business. One republican leader says
he has repeatedly done things to sat
isfy the employees that he would not
do for himself or any member of his
own family, and that he can see no
profit in bringing disgrace upon him
self and the party to keep about one
--

hundred men In line.
From the present Indications, next
week will be a lively one, as there
is a strong probability of the district
attorney bill coming up for considera.
tion, which, with other legislation of
a like character, will make things live
ly for the members of 'both factions.
U is claimed by the friends of Hagerman that he now has six votes in the
council, and that the bill will fail of
a majority. Your correspondent has
carefully canvassed the situation, and
believe the vote stands seven to five
with a strong probability of the eighth
man going over. It must be under
stood that as the people understand
the bill better they are for it, not because it may effect one faction or the
other of the republican party, but be
cause, it gives the people the right to
elect the district attorneys. The majority of people are refusing to look
upon it as a principle to fight over the
distribution of spoils, and as they
are not greatly affected by the election of officials for a short term by
either faction of the republican party,
they are lining up for the .bill, and
bringing pressure to bear accordingly.
This will probably result in the passage of the bill.
HOUSE BILL NO. 16.
Introduced by Mr. A. Hudspeth, January 29, 1907; read first and second
times by title, ordered translated
and printed and referred to the Com
mittee on Judiciary.
An Act Entitled an Act to Amend
Section 3902 of the Compiled Laws
of 1897.
Be

it enacted by the Legislative

As-

sembly of the Territory of New
Mexco:
Section 1. That Section 3302 of the
Compiled Laws of New Mexico, 1897,
be and the same Is hereby amended
to read as follows :
No railroad doing business in the

Territory shall charge more than
three cents per mile for the transportation of any passenger, with ordinary baggage, not exceeding one hundred pounds, and not more than two
cents per mile for children between
the ages of six and twelve years; and
when children under the age of six
years are traveling with their parents,
guardian or person in charge, the com
pensation of three cents per mile
paid by the parent, guardian or person
in charge shall be taken as full compensation for said parent, guardian or
person in charge, and children under
the age of six years.
Sec. 2. This- - act shall be In full
force-- i and :eff ect from and alter it
passage, and all acts and parts of acts
in conflict herewith are hereby re
.

pealed.
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Government was not designed mere government. So behold there are
bright days for good government any
ly for the benefit of politicians.
way one looks at the political situation.
"A little hot air now and then
Is relished by the best of men."
So far as merely local conditions
The best good government league are concerned the Record believes
in New Mexico Is the Democratic that the present mayor and city coun
cil of Roswell constitute a good gov
party.
for all
ernment league sufficient
purposes.
practical
dispresent
Still a
the
predicted
that'
now
It Is
trict atrney bill will die In the ju- little hot air from the only large
diciary committee of the Territorial town of the Territory that has abol
ished gambling and established high
Council.
license on saloons will encourage the
as well as other people in
Governor
running
is
Meanwhile the water
to extend Roswell conmerrily down the South ditch, spring their efforts
throughout the Territory.
ditions
,
la Kuuuus, nuu
will be as good as usual.
g
The passage of the

.

Pay ton Drug, Book

&
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WOMAN SACRIFICES HONOR
TO SAVE HUSBAND'S LIFE.
Carthage, Mo., Feb. 6. Appealing
to the 'unwritten law" to save himself
from the gallows, Arthur Sanderson,
alleged slayer of Dr. S. D. Meredith,
will soon begin his battle for life and
liberty. Seeking to save her husband,
Mrs. Lora Sanderson testified at the
preliminary trial that upon several oc
casions the murdered physician had
been intimate with her. The state
will seek to refute this testimony by
the dying statement of Dr. Meredith
declaring that he had never even
made an improper suggestion to Mrs,
Sanderson.
The jury will be called
upon to decide between this voice
from the grave and that of a living wo
man. willingly inviting shame and dis
honor that she may save the father
of her children. The trial of Sander
son is set for the February term of
the district court. He is now at liber
ty having secured his release from
jail on a $10,000 bond through habeas
corpus proceedings.
Prominent attor
neys will defend Sanderson and the
trial will probably be one of the most
notable legal battles in the history of

through the Arizona legislature
the law
It doesn't matter much to powserved to stir the members of the
has
voters what political party is In
New Mexico assembly to a desire for
er, provided its administration re- action on the same evil. Is New Mexisults In good government.
co to be distanced in the march tow
decency? is a question which has
Five ard
Seizes
"Cattle Inspector
been heard since Friday at San
often
Calves," says the Prescott Journal-Miner- . ta Fe. The members believe that an
There's a cattle inspector
law should be passed.
that must have been busy for a few and they hold that the proper time is
minutes. Albuquerque Journal.
right now, before the session is any
further advanced. It is a plain, clean
Certainly Governor Hagerman will cut issue and should require little
reneed all the help he can get In
debate. Albuquerque Journal.
forming the Republican party of New
by
thrashing
Mexico. A good, sound
Our commendation of certain poll
the Democrats is what it really needs. cles of Governor Hagerman is simply
in the interest of good government.
The Republican party cannot re We do not know whether Mr. Hagerform Itself while the rascals are in man appreciates it or not in fact the state.
The murder of Dr. Meredith occur
the majority. Come out from among we do not care. In some things we
red
early in the morning of January
the
Join
taem. ye reformers, and
cannot agree with any Republican on
to
Democrats in a general house clean- earth, hence our endorsement of any 2, the physician having been called
Mrs,
to
attend
home
the
Sanderson
ing.
of Mr. Hagerman's policies must al- Sanderson. Shortly after entering the
ways be to some extent from a Dem
house Sanderson fired three shots at
When the government of tie Terri- ocratic standpoint. The essential prin Dr. Meredith, one of which penetrated
tory at large becomes as good as ciples of business and moral admin the doctor's abdomen and resulted in
Teonfl Val- - istration,
rt ..11
i . VI. XVVJW
. i -- nil fho
however, are
IUBI
Sanderson immediately
longer be and we heartily endorse all efforts his death.
no
ley counties, there will
gave himself up to the police and was
any difficulty in me way oi swunus to encourage the Governor in the ap lodged in jail, charged with murde
parently impossible task he has un in first degree, but was recently re
dertaken.
leased on bond.
Congress votes that the President
According to the story told by Mrs.
was right In discharging the troops A PITY TO KEEP
Sanderson at the preliminary hearing
or
IN
Browns
SUSPENSE
THEM
who fired on the citizens
she had told her husband of her inti
villa Tex. We knew that be tore con From Albuquerque Journal.
macy with
r. Meredith early in the
The Socorro Chieftain, Mr. Bur- evening. He was greatly excited, and
gresa volunteered the information.
says
organ,
two
sum's
that there are
Epworth Era.
left the house early the next imorning,
or three possible reasons way Mr. presumably to call the doctor. Upon
Bursum paid back $5,000 of the pen! the arrival of Meredith,
Sanderson
It Is hinted that even Colonel Max tentiary
shortage into the Territorial met him
Mexican,
New
Fe
Frost,' of the Santa
"You
said:
ruined
and
have
further says my wife and my family and I want
is getting discouraged in his fight treasury. The Chieftain
Bursum
know
Mr.
who
against good government, and is that those
to talk to you about it."
seeking a quiet .place to rest until best have ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE
"The doctor had his medicine case
IN HIS PERSONAL. INTEGRITY, and in his hand," testified Mrs. Sanderson
the storm blows over
that they "await patiently the time "and raised it above his head and ad
for his' action will vanced toward Arthur, at the same
As the Epworth Era remarks, the when the reason
any possibility of time reaching with his righthand to
beyond
shown
be
Motn
the
uniting
and
America
bond
ought to reward ward his hip pocket.
Mr.
Bursum
doubt."
erland la of blood, faith and language.
backed
patience and not keep across the room, askingArthur
to
and not of diplomacy. It will require this sublime longer
the
doctor
suspense.
It sit down and talk with him. When
in
more than one Kingston incident to his friends
might be a good idea at the same he reached the writing desk
break this triple tie.
the doc
time to explain why he burnt those tor was still advancing upon him and
Mr. Bursum had a deficit of $12,000 books.
Arthur drew out a revolver from the
pigeon hole and fired three
and a shortage of $5,000; Mr. Trelford
A DESPERATE SITUATION.
Mrs. Sanderson
has a credit balance of $10,000. This,
hat Dr.
Journal lias at Meredith had first testified
The Albuquerque
advantage
however, should not be construed to
taken
reflect upon the late superintendent's last observed the broad grin of New of her at his office last July and that
ability or honesty. Albuquerque Dai Mexico Democrats at the efforts of since that time the offense bad twice
the Republican party to reform itself. been repeated once in her own house.
ly Journal.
The paper says:
She
that she had said nothing
'
"With Democratic voters being aboutstated
Business men decline to talk for
her relations with the physievery
by
day
to
added
ranks
their
publication In regard to the matter
cian until the night before the mur
Immigration from Democratic states, der,
when she told her husband.
of tiling the ditches. The city council
arguments
cogent
Democratic
and
All of the parties involved were so
has taken a solemn oath not to divulge Its executive proceedings and being handed out to them every day cially prominent and the confession
the Republican legislature, is it
Mrs. Sanderson created great excite
the Record is really unable to tell by
any wonder that when you speak of of
you any more about it.
ment.
As
told her tragic story
the present legislature to a Demo- there were she
many murmurs of the disresinvariably
politician,
he
cratic
sent heard in the courtroom. Scores
While the storms rage in the North
with a broad grin? Will Re- of people were present
who had known
the willows are green hi the Pecos ponds
Valley, the buds are swelling on the publicans wake up to these unpleas- the woman from earliest childhood
ant
too
is
The
facts before it
late?
and who had never heard one word of
cottonwoods, some plum trees are In
Bursum management suspicion in regard to her character.
bloom, grass starting, garden making incompetent
and Through a terrible cross examination
begun and the neighbors chickens nearly ruined the party last fall, Only
only
day
by
a
scratch.
the
saved
campaign
spring
ready
embracing all the details of the crime
for the
getting
a very little of the same small-bor- e
and of her illicit relations, Mrs. San
management
necessary
now
to
turn
is
derson was firm and brave, never once
It Is our candid opinion that so far the Territory over to the opposition
contradicting
as Influence on the members of the
After the or
things are shaping themselves deal was over, herself.
however, she complete
old gang In' the legislature goes, the and as
now, if we permit the Democrats to ly collapsed.
fact that Roswell advocates" any capture
The effect of her sacNew Mexico at the next gen- rifice, of the ignominy
measure will only turn the old gang
and disgrace
regaining
eral
election,
control
the
of
which would necessarily follow, seem
that much more determinedly against by the Republicans
will be a long ed suddenly to
ft. The honest members are already
overwhelm her and
road, and all the way up hill."
she sobbed an utter abandon of grief.
with us.
Figure wiia a. f. ttmitn when yoi
Publisher's Wife Wants Divorce.
Far be it from us to discourage rant burory painting. Phone 17s. 7r
New York. Feb. 6. New York's ex
those honest Republicans wtx still
clusive social circles have another sub
hope to reform their own party, .but
anti-gambli-

non-partisa-

-

our idea of reforming a politician is
to put a better man In his place and
we are inclined to the belief that
.Democrats average better than Re
publicans especially In New Mexico.

There probably is nothing in the
rumor that the P. V. N. E. will use
a part of that fifteen million dollar
bond issue in the purchase of engines
so as to establish a regular train ser
vice on the tracks between here and
they deny any
However,
Amarillo.
intention to entirely abandon the road
-

If the Republican party

succeeds

In reforming itself the result will be
good government la the Territory
will
and if It fails, the Democrat
sweep 'the Territory In 1908, Presi
dent Bryan wi'l appoint a Democratic
governor, and the result will be good

VALENTINE
GAUDY

ham of Alabama, and was married in
Atlanta about seventeen years 'ago.
For several years after they marriage
the couple were prominent in the
most exclusive social circles' of New
Yorlt Later' they went to London,
where they were several times presented at the court of King Edward.
They have four children.
Heiress May Wed Indian.
DenvKVQol., Feb. 6. The announce
ment that Albino Chavarria has been
made governor of the pueblo 'of Santa
Clara in New Mexico has revived the
rumor that he will soon take a white
bride in the person of Miss Cora Arnold,' a Denver heiress. Miss Arnold
met Chavarria several years ago when
he was here with a carnival company.
It was a case of love at first sight,
and the immediate marriage of the
wealthy and beautiful young woman
to the dusky and cultured brave was
averted only by the interference of relatives. The engagement still exists,
however, and it Is expected that the
marriage will take place within a few
--

months.
Alabama Live Stock Meeting.
Montgomery, Ala, Feb. 7. The Al
abama Live Stock Association met in
tenth annual session at the New Ex
change hotel today, with a large num
ber of stock raisers and farmers from
this and other states in attendance.
The speakers include Dr. E. S. Knapp
of the department of agriculture on
"Live Stock Husbandry in the South"
Henry Clark of Tennessee on the
"Mule Industry of the South", M. V.
Richards of Washington on "How the
Railroads View the Live Stock Indus
try in the South"; Colonel Robert
Gates of Tennessee on "Immigration
and Its Relation to Live Stock Raising in the Southern States;" J. S. Ker
nachan of Florence on "Sheep Hus
bandry in Alabama;" D. T. Gray of
Auburn on "Feeding and Breeding of
Hogs in the South"; J. R. McLendon
of Grady on "My .Experience in Diver
sified Farming"; J. M. Jones of this
city on "My Experience in Corn Breed
ing," and Dr. McCain of Livingstone
on "How I grow and Cure Alfalfa."

The Alabama State Horticultural So
ciety is also in session at the New Exchange hotel. The program includes
addresses by Colonel G. B. Brackett
of Washington, Dr. C. F. Franklin of
Union Springs, W. G. Smith, of Washington, President W. F. Vandiver of
the Alabama fair, J. H. McCray of Bir
mingham, J. A. Wilkinson, commissioner of agriculture. President C. C.
Thatch of the Auburn Agricultural
college and many others. This is the
fourth annual meeting of the society. The officials report a great increase in membership since the last
meeting.
BELATED BURNS'
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION.
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 7. A belated
celebration of the 148th anniversary
of the birth of Robert Burns was held
at the Grand opera house last night
and Scotchmen and other admirers of
the great poet crowded the big building to the doors. A, quartet of Highland dancers from Vancouver, B. C,
helped in the entertainment and an
elaborate musical program was rendered.
This was the eighteenth
Burns' birthday celebration to be held
in Seattle and as in former years, it
attracted visitors from all parts of the
State. The celebration was postponed
on account of the impossibility of securing the opera 'house on January 25:
the birthday of Burns.

Subscribers for Daily Record.
The Daily Record wants hundreds
of new subscribers, in the Pecos Valley ' and Eastern New Mexico and it
is going to get them. We want live
energetic men to help ua get these
subscribers and with that end in view
will make it well worth the time of
the right kind of young man to look
into this matter.
The Daily Record is the only daily
paper in Eastern New Mexico, and
prints more real news than any other
paper in the Territory, with the exception of Albuquerque papers. We
should have more readers of the Dally
Record and we are going to get them.
We have a hummer of a proposition
to offer the right persons. Call around
at our office and see the business man
ager and hear what we have to offer.
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale
at the Record Office.

A HOME
Note The Following

Fine room house, lot 211x
ject for gossip in the Buit for separa
feet, trees and water worth
305
tion filed by Mrs. Daniel Appleton
against her husband, the well known $3300. Rapid sale price 2700.
publisher. Mrs. Appleton' not only
Good 6 room house, 3 blocks
wants a divorce, but seeks to recover
business center, shade trees
from
the sum of 9100.000, which she says
worth $ 2200.
and
her husband had agreed to settle upon her at the time of their marriage. Rapid sale price $1500. Small
She ia now living in strict seclusion advance payment, balance easy
at the Appleton Country home in New payments.
Jersey, while her husband 1b residing
in London, where he is the head of the
English business of D. Appleton ft
Agent.
McClNE.
Company. Mrs. Appleton alleges that R.
he deserted her- without cause,- while
Building, and Loan
Mr. Appleton declares that his wife
Estate
Real
possessed an ungovernable
temper
and was of such a quarrelsome nature , Fire Insurance
that it was impossible ' to live with - and Bonding Co.
7

side-walk- s,

Giveus your order for a
box of Chocolates or Bon
Bona Present it to her for
the valentine you are think-

of giving her.
ing
'
It will please her.
It will make her glad.
It will make her happy.
.

Kipling's

;

Candy Store

it

-

""

'
her.' " - "
Mrs. Appleton was Miss Jessica Cuy
-

ler Branham, daughter of Justice Bran

oieoigfiaaEJiit

. .:
MISSOURI HAS ALSO
3
J
A FIGHTING "PARSON."
Dexter,. Mo" Feb. 7. In. the person
of the Rev. James Dunewig, " pastor
of the Holiness church jiear this place
Missouri has a "fighting parson" who
might have made an eviable record

LiD

as a pugilist had he chosen that profession.
There are many bad boys
in the vicinity of the Rev. Dunewig's
church and in the past it has 'been
their chief joy to disturb the meetings
by beating the 'building with clubs
and otherwise molesting the congre
gation. Recently the parson stopped
his sermon long enough to go outside
and take a hand in the disturbance,
knocking several of the youngsters
down and soundly thrashing all of
them before ' returning to his pulpit.
The jaw of one of the disturbers is
said to have been proken by contact
with the parson's fist. The disturbances in the vicinity of the church
have ceased.

that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
ts
is the most complete
and
line that has ever been shown in
the city. - We are making very close figures on
these goods, and inviteyou tr come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

We know

run-abou-

up-to-da- te

W. P. Lewis Hardware Go
The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

Mexico Has A Carnegie.
Chihuahua, Mex., Feb. 7. Don Pe
dro Alvarado, owner of the rich Pal
millo mine in this state, is the Andrew
Carnegie of Mexico. A decade ago a
poverty-stricke- n
miner living in a lit
tle hut of one room and often on the
verge of starvation, he is now the
wealthiest man in all the southern republic. His material possessions are
variously valued at from $150,000,000
to $300,000,000.
The latter figure is
probably more nearly correct, since
Don Pedro some time ago offered to
pay the public debt of Mexico, amount
ing to $200,000,000. This offer was
graciously refused by the government
and since that time Alvarado has been
busily engaged on other plans for
himself of a portion of his wealth
with the result that he will shortly
begin the distribution of $10,000,000
among the poor people of the state of
Chihuahua.
Don Pedro, unlike many
men of wealth, has not forgotten what
it is to be poor, and he shares in Andrew Carnegie's belief that it is a disgrace to die rich. This money will
not be spent for libraries or universiAlvarado knows a
ties however,
trick worth two of that. He knows,
from ibitter experience that
culture
and education do not fill empty stomachs, and will use his money in providing homes and farms for the poor,

n6o ACRES
Hondo

Watertight Land,

40

This land

acres in alfalfa.

ril-din- g

equipping them so that they may

can be had for a few

days at

$35.00 per acre.

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH riAlN ST., ROSWELL,

N.

M.

be-

come independent and
Ten thousand Mexicans will be made
happy and comfortable by the first appropriation of $ 10,000,000 and if the
plan is successful the expenditure" will
be increased ten fold within a few

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

Kemp Lumber Co

years.
Regarding his plan Don Pedro says:"I have taken my wealth from the soil
of Mexico and why should I not share
it with my fellow citizens? Ten years
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
ago I was poor as the poorest of them.
I have been fortunate and I intend to
share my prosperity with the unfortunate. I do not believe in building
monuments, colleges and libraries,
which only help the rich and
The very best grades. We will satisfy you at all times.
iwhen there is so much poverty in
Come and inspect our stock.
my country.
That kind of philanthropy does not feed the body, clothe
the naked or save the souls of the
needy poor. I intend to give away
most of my fortune before I die, for
Bring your prescriptions
I can take none of it with me to the
here. We ask jtou to do
grave and only a fool will hoarrl
wealth while half of the world starve s
things because we know
and suffers nedless pain."
we give cartful,
that
The Charitable record already made
high-grad- e
We
service.
by Don Pedro proves that this is not
prescription
our
conduct
mere talk. That brand of charity
depaitment in a straight
which begins and ends in the spouting
of aphorisms for the delectation of a
manner. We treat all customers with
forward, business-lik- e
Baptist Sunday School is unknown to
absolute fairness. We have no favorites.
Don Pedro and 'his God, but it is estimated at many millions.
Alvarado
has accomplished the difficult feat of
being at the same time the richest
and most popular man of a great nation. Perhaps he has reaped a full
FOR SALE.
reward in the knowledge that thouR. E. LUND
sands of Mexicans close their daily Some Choice Residence Lots Cheap
prayers with the heartfelt petition,;
LAWYEH
as Dirt.
'"God Bless Dan Pedro Alvarado."
Specialty lining Law
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
Builders' Supply Association.
shade trees, good sidewalks, close in Navajo Block. - - 321 N. M;dii.
Columbus, O., Feb. 7. The auroral
conveniently located. Good arteconvention of the National Builders' and
Sujpply Association, which has heeja sian well, $5,500.
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
in progress here since Tuesday, close d
Violets and Carnations
today. Delegates from all parts
Jf southeast front, sidewalk. A good barAt
the country were in attendance. Tlie gain at $2,200. '
next convention will be held in Bos
HOUSES.
GREEN
ALAMEDA
A spendid bargain in 16 acres of
ton.
184.
Telephone
unimproved land, Railroad and 2nd
Mardi Gras Carnival is on.
Street front. Two blocks from court
New Orleans, La., Feb. 7. The ad$1,000 cash, balance on easy
house.
vance guards of the crowds which
always throng the Crescent City dur terms at low interest.
W. C. Held.
J. M. Herrrj.
ing the carnival and Mardi Gras fes
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt,
Reid & Hervey
tivities is arriving today, attracted by rtitch water right; 26 acres sown to
the invitations of the carnival mona- :UfaIfa. The alfalfa on adjoining 40
LAWYERS
rch Mqmus, the God of mockery, who
year,
last
net
Income
yielded
a
acres
gorgeous
appear
in a
will
street paRoom 9. Texas Block. Phone 5a
geant tonight. The parade will illus- 1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near
trate a beautiful theme in a long line town, spendid location.
of handsome floats, and will wind
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
through the gaily decorated and bril- right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
liantly lighted streets to tae French good hous!, land fenced. Valued at
opera house, where the annual Mom-u- $37.50 per acre.
SPECIALIST.
ball will be held.
CARLTON & BELL.
EAR, NOSE & THROAT,
EYE
It is confidently that the number of 303 N. Maui street.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 t. m. 2 to p.
visitors during the coming carnival
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
will break all previous records and
.
TABLE.
N. E. TIME
P. V.
expense
no
has been spared by the
(llallroad Time.)
. 10:10 a.m.
committees In charge of the affair to Northbound, arrive
afford elaborate and novel entertain- Northbound, depart,
10:25 a. m.
4:50 p.m.
ment features. Next Tuesday will be Southbound, arrive.
Mardi Gras day, and Comul and the Southbound, depart,
500 p.m.
SPECIALIST
mighty monarch Rex win greet their
M. D. BURNS. Agent.
AND
INTESTINES
loyal subjects. The carnival german
STOnACH
DISEASES OF WOMEN.
will be danced tomorrow night and
To Property Owners:
the proteus ball will be given hi the
Wb bava several cash customers OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.
French opera house on Monday night, for jrood residence property, vacant
following the gorgeous street parade residence Sots, and vacant business
of that carnival dignitary.
property. It you nave anything you GROCERIES HAY AND
want to selL call at our office ana
GRAIN
Fop Sale.
glre ua & description of your propSpecial, bargain: F5ve acres
erty. Oiir past record Is proof that
fourth mile from court bouse, good we can sen it.
CARLTON ft BELL.
boused alfalfa, water right, tf
Phone 320, 5th and
Hastofflce.
Opposite
CARLTON &
-

Lumber

well-to-d-

Prescription
Accuracy.....

I Roswell Drug

&

Jewelry Co.

1

Dr. T. E. Presley

s'

Dr. A. Anderson
--

.

-

E. B. STONE

.

no.

and clothe prisoners is placed before

SURPLUS
OF

you

as follows:

fiscal year: Cost per
diem to clothe and feed, 2,695; per
year. $98.47.
year: - Cost
h
fiscal
per diem to clothe and feel, 22S7;
Fifty-sixt-h

$ 0,000
1

NEW MANAGEMENT OF TERRITORIAL PENITENTIARY TURNS
DEFICIT INTO SURPLUS.

SURPRISING COMPARISON

Report
Trelford's
Superintendent
Shows the Bad Management of Mr.
What
Bursum in a New Light.
the New Management Did as Compared With the Old.

Fifty-sevent-

per year, $83.43.
This expenditure can be reduced a
large amount per year if sections No.
3520 and No. 3521 of the Compiled
Laws of 1897 were amen.led so as tot
to require the publication for bids in
itemized form, but by simply Insert
ing notices hi the papers that bids
would be required on supplies con
sisting of clothing, coal, groceries,
etc., and that a detailed list would be
furnished upon application to all per
sons desiring to bid, thus reducing the
newspaper space from three and a
half columns to about six inches.
Therefore it appears to me that the
amount of this saving is worthy of
your recommendation for amendment
of the law mentioned.
Improvements. This subject was
touched upon under the head of
Financial ; the essential require
ments were not definitely outlined to
bring to your attention the necessity
for the construction of a dining room.
kitohen and bakery.
At the present time the prisoners
are fed in .the corridors of the cell
house, which is not conducive to prop
er sanitation, and as far as the kitch
en Is concerned, it is entirely too
small for the requirements of this In
stitution. I would also suggest thetdvisability of installing m electric
Tower plant as the one previously
laced here ils useless and beyond
This would be a great benefit
to the penitentiary in many ways.and
from a financial standpoint prove a
good investment, as we are now securing our power from the city under
a meter system.
El Cams no Real. The progress be
ing made on the public highway under construction by convict labor,
the perfecting of the system of hand
ling convicts on such work, is progressing most favorably and prom
ises a very successful termination.
Since the enactment of the law au
thorizing this work, operations have
been confined solely to road 'building
in the mountains, which, by reason
of the rugged formation, has. been
slow and tedious. In due time, when
the prisoners are moved Into the
valleys, and with the proper
of the county officials, the work
will, progress much more rapidly for
the reason that it will allow the use
of the proper grading machinery,
teams, etc. While it takes 50 men at
the present time to work on one section, the same number could be divided into three sections ten miles
apart, thereby allowing a wider scope
:

The report of the New Mexico Penitentiary Superintendent, for the closing year is one of unusual interest.
It shows that the usual deficit under
the old management has, in spite of
adverse circumstances, been transformed into a surplus. The report in
full follows:
-

To the Honorable Board of Penitentiary Commissioners of the Territory of New Mexico.
Gentlemen: As superintendent of
the New Mexico penitentiary. I herewith submit the biennial report for
fiscal
and
the
years, ending November 30, 1906, together with the report of the prison
physician.
Financial. Reviewing the financial
condition of this institution at the
fiscal year,
close of the
I respeotfuliy invite your careful attention to the following:
Balance on hand in all
$ 4,078.38
funds
6,676.25
Accounts receivable
fifty-sixt-

fifty-seven- th

h

fifty-sevent- h

....

$10,754.66

accounts

Less
able

pay-

702.92

Deficit in peniten
tiary board fund 277.60

980.52

Net credit

balance Dece-be- r
31, at close of
year fiscal year $
Balance in all funds except.,
the penitentiary
board
fifty-seven- th

fund. In which

a

9,774.14

75.07..

'. .
Accounts payable .
No record of any accounts
receivable

Net deficit Dec 1, 1905:
h
At the close of the
fiscal year
Balance on hand in all
funds
Accounts payable
No records of accounts receivable

12,524.71

fifty-fift-

Net deficit December

$12,449.64
1,074.02
18,858.47

1,

1904,

$17,784.45

The absolute necessity of the gen

era repairs, consisting of repainting
roofs, exterior woodwork, replacing
window panes, etc., the increase of
equipment such as installing steam
laundry with a capacity of 500 popu
lation, large copper coffee urn, two

meat roasters and other smaller ad
ditions, has increased the disburse
ments, for the
fiscal year
In order to bring the institution up
to the normal physical condition, and
the work is not yet complete. There
fore I would earnestly suggest that
you recommend an appropriation for
the
and sixtieth fiscal years
as was made for the
fis
cal year, which together with the re
ceipts from convict earnings, will ren
der the completion of the south wing
cell house, and further urgent re
pairs possible, in addition to the
genera maintenance. Especially is it
necessary that the cell house be finished, for the present population already taxes the prison capacity.
Subsistence and Supplies. The ex
penditures for subsistence and supplies requiring most careful watching
In order that consistent economy
may prevail. It has been my effort to
reduce these Hems to the lowest possible .figure compatible with desirable
results, and for your Information the
cost per year and per diem to feed
fifty-seven- th

fifty-nint- h

fifty-sevent- h

Piano Bargains
r
h 7'
'.

rr-.i-

j ii

"JI

re-alr-

for work.

deficit of

$69.95

-

"i'jJ
Utr
ii

Nothing Is more profitable In return for taxation than the building of
public highways by those who are
supported by taxation, as it brings
not only the most beneficial results
to the pursuits of commercialism, but
to those of pleasure also.
Aside from community advantages,
the utilizing of convict labor for this
meritorious work creates desirable
means of penal gradation, keeping
the class of convicts known as first
offenders separated from the habitual, criminal, and by escaping the unhealthy influence of the more hardened inmates of the prison there is
a decidedly more encouraging .opportunity for the moral advancement of
this class of prisoners, and one in
which the general public is primarily
and directly interested.
Discipline.
The discipline of the
institution, both from officers and
convicts, has been as good as could
be expected, with the system in force
Efforts are making to put the insti
tution on a higher plane, but a handicap exists in the small allowance
made for wages of guards, and I
strongly recommend an increase for
this class of service, as it is almost
impossible to secure proper parties
for guard duty at the present rate of
$30 per month. No prison is safe, or
can have any reformatory or beneficial force unless officered by courag
eous, upright and intelligent men.
and these results cannot be obtained
with inadequate compensation.
Few infractions have occurred, and
nearly all the convicts have earned
their good time.
I wish to extend special thanks to
the Sisters of St. Catherine, Father
Rabeyrolle and Mr. J. E. Wood, field
secretary for the Society of the
Friendless, who have been earnest
and faithful in their religious ministrations to the inmates of this insti
tution, the result of which has been
decidedly
noticeable in the moral
and obedient conduct of the prison
ers who have come, under their ele
vating influence.
Conclusion.
The seven and two- thirds months of my incumbency have
been eventful ones, every day creating problems of properly clothing and
leeding the Inmates, providing for
their labor and their general physical, mental and moral welfare, together with the work of improving
the physical character of the institution, providing new rules as the
occasion required, etc.
Thanking you for courtesies extended. I am respectfully yours.
'

Bernard Pos Piano Co
EXPERT TUNING.
-

Telepioro

S22.

ARTHUR TRELFORD,

'

i

'

;

Superintendent.

For Rent.
Farm near Roswell. 44 acres fcf alfalfa, 12 acres In good bearing orchard; 55 . to 60 acres more in cultivation. Ditch water. House and farming
implements. Rents for part of crop.
See CARLTON

BELL.

assistant ser
geant at arms,. . .. .. .. .. 4.00
Fredico Baca, committee clerk,.. 4.00
7.00
I. L.' Chaves,' translator, . .....
7.00
interpreter,
Ortiz,
H.
L.
machine,
cause of the demands of the
committee-cler4.00
or the remnant of it, that their hanger- Bartolo Bustos,
7.00
s-on
be cared for . By organizing M. F. Sena, interpreter,.
4.00
A.
assistant
Padilla,
the house and having a majority of
clerk,.. 4.00
the votes In the republican caucus, T: Mlrabal, committee
clerk, 4.00
committee
Werner,
Thos.
perpeto
the machine has been able
4.00
.
clerk,
committee
Fisher,
Fred
trate the system and the machine is Pablo
J. Trujlllo, assistant ser
responsible for the violation of the
, 4.00
geant at arms,.
caucus agreement; for there is Mr.
.
4.00
doorkeeper,..
Carillo,
D.
J.
Bursum with his six employes, and the
vacancies not filled by members, filled Martin Kelly, committee clerk, 4.00
so Francisoc Apodaca, assistant
by the machine to overflowing,
4.00
sergeant at arms
that it is now necessary to still fur7.00
ther swell the payroll in order to ob- Jose Gonzales, translator
tain capable "workmen and women to W. J. Warden, assistant door
4.00
keeper,
do the work of the house.
Young,
b.00
stenographer,
D.
A.
The house payroll, as it now stands, August Koch, committee clerk, 4.00
sesthrough
so
the
should it
stand
messenger,
2.00
sion will amount to more than $13,000 Ramon Chavez,
4.00
Pedro P. Sanchez, doorkeeper,as the tables below will show.
2.00
Cicilio Valverde, messenger,
In the council the original caucus Ramon
committee- Herrera,
emagreement was for twenty-si4.00
clerk,
ployes. This agreement has been Felipe Sandoval, com. clerk,. .
4.00
maintained. This is two employes for Marion Stewart, assistant serOf
In
two
addition.
each member and
geant at arms,
4.00
probably
employes
these twenty-si4.00
Romuldo Mantoya, com. clerk,.
sixteen are necessary and capable and Nicanor Pacheco, com. clerk,. .
2.00
doing
are
the
people
who
efficient
7.00
Seferino Crollott, interpreter,.
work for which they are paid. But Esquipula Romero,
assistant
estimating the average pay of these
4.00
doorkeeper
at
twenty-siemployes of the council
3.00
Sanchez,
O.
P.
watchman
$4 per day which is low, and it is
4.00
shown that the council payroll for Lola C. Armijo, postmistress,.
pages,
per
day
5.00
$1
Five
each,..
the sixty days will exceed $11,000,
per day
and that the payroll for the two hous- Five messengers at $2
10.00
each
es on the present .basis will exceed
six employes, allowed to Mr.
$25,000 for the session.
Bursum at $4 per day each, 24.00
How are these extra employes to
be paid? It remains to- be seen.
Total payroll, per day,. .. .$223.00
It is a safe statement to make that
!f they knew how a majority of the At $223 per day, for 60 days,
total house payroll, for the
members of both houses would reduce
$13,3S0
session
this list to one composed only of ca
pable and necessary employes.
But 113,380 from a possible legal
appropriation of $15,000.00
the members do not know how. The
leaves to meet the council
employes have come down, they have
extra employe payroll,.. .. 1,620
been placed on the payroll through
em
council has twenty-siThe
and
machine,
the dominance of the
ployes, aside from the fedthey refuse to go home.
eral employes, who will avThere is only one way to break up
erage in salary at least $4
this graft, and that is to break up the
per day. The average will
system which fosters and sustains it.
probably
run over that
There is sentiment enough in both
amount) ; but at $4 per day
houses to do this very thing, today,
the council daily payroll
but the resolution is not yet at hand.
194
amounts to for the session
So that it may be clear in the minds
days,
sixty
per
day
for
$194
extra
who
people
are
just
the
of the
amounts to, for the session 11,640
employes of the legislature, for what
they are employed, how much they The total payroll for extra em
ployes for the session, upon
are paid, and how capable they are
the existing basis, will thereof doing the work to which they are
fore be:
supposedly assigned and now neces$11,640
sary, there is given below a list of For the Council
13.3S0
the extra employes of the house, the For the house,
assignment, and rate- of pay per day,
$25,020
Total for both
together with some interesting calculations and totals. The nam-i- of all Total known payroll for 1905
session, when joint resolur
extra employes of the house are given
Hons 1 and 7 were resorted
sava the six allowed to Mr. Bursum.
..$23,000
to,..
These six namos have thus far been
2,020
carefully kept out of sight and will Excess in 1907 over 1905
Classification of Employes
not become public until the first payby Occupation.
roll is passed, when it is likely that
15
the extra employe question will come Committee clerks
5
in for considerable earnest attention, Assistant sergeants at arms,
4
in and out of the assembly. Following Doorkeepers
5
Assistant Doorkeepers
is the house list:
9
Messengers,
Henry S. Allison, Committee

Facts and Figures on
Extra Employees Graft

J.

V.

Gallegos,

......
.....
k

door-k'p'-

r,

-

v

x

x

x

x

is doubtful if one messenger would
be kept bus. The messengers, Siowv
ever are paid but $2 per day, so that
the territory is only out the trifling
sum of $18" a' day for messenger' ser-

vice.

There are five pages at $1 a day
who earn their money.
There are three- interpreters at $7
'
per day who earn their money.
There are two translators at $7 a
day who earn their money.
There are two stenographers just
two, for the work of a body composed
men who are overof twenty-fou- r
worked. It having been necessary to
import another from Carlsbad. The
chief clerk of the house is not a stenographer and is not in a position to
help out his clerks.
The 2 copying clerks are needed, if
they were efficient men, which they
are not.
The watchman and Postmistress are
necessary employes.
An analysis of these table
and
facts will convince the average man
in a very short time that the house
could transact its business easily and
with complete system and dispatch
lf
with less than
of the employes now drawing pay and that the
payroll for the session could be cut to
$6,000 without in any way Impairing
the efficiency of the body or impeding
its work.
The fact is that of the sixty people
now drawing pay from the territory,
about ten underpaid and efficient sten
ographers, clerks and interpreters are
doing the work, while the other fifty
are either gone home or spending
their time crowding the corridors of
the house or loitering about Santa Fe.
If all the employes
now on the
house payroll are kept there through
the session, and if the council retains
all of its twenty-siemployes, the total payroll for the session will ex...

one-ha-

x

ceed $25,000.

third was grown in Texas, the estimated yield approaching the gigantic
total of 4,000.000 bales. Louisiana is
second in the list of the western cotton states, producing a total of almost
1.000,000 hales. Arkansas and the new
State of Oklahoma are also rapidly
coming to the front, the total crop of
each being In the neighborhood
of
800,000 bales.
Of the states east of the Mississippi
Georgia leads with more than 1,500,000
PRODUCED MORE. THAN A THIRD bales with Alabama and Mississippi
Of-- THE TOTAL COTTON CROP
close seconds. South Carolina comes
fourth on the list witii a total of about
875,000 bales,
North Carolina fifth
with 535,000 bales and Tennessee,
and Virginia, in the order named,
with smaller amounts.
According to estimate, the cotton
FOUR ifaLUON BALES
crop of Texas is almost as great as
that of the combined crops of Georgia
Mississippi and Alabama, the three
leading cotton states east of the Mis-

TEXAS

IN

THE LEAD

Flo-rid- a

sissippi.
More Cotton GrownWest of the Misso
issippi River Than East of It.
National Negro Fair.
Georgia is Second With 1,500,000
Mobile, Ala., Feb., 7. More than
Bales.
Great Strides Made by Ar- $100,000 has already .been subscribed
kansas and the New State of Ok- by prominent colored men In all parts
lahoma.
of the country for the purpose of hold
ing a national negro fair in this city
during the month of October. It Is
proposed to make the coming exposition the greatest of its kind ever atproAlexandria, La., Feb. 7. Turn to a tempted by negroes, showing tiie
of
gresses
race
all
branches
in
of
the
map of Louisiana, stick a pin in the
industry and are from emancipation
dot representing this city and you will to the present day. Many prominent
have what represents approximately negroes are identified with the movethe center of one of the greatest indus ment, including Bishop L. J. Coppin
tries of this country the geographi- of Philadelphia; Hon James T. Peter
For son, superintendent of carriers at the
cal center of cotton production.
the first time in the agricultural his- Mobile Postoffice; Hon John C. Dan-cy- ,
tory of the nation King Cotton, the
of Washington, recorder of deeds
monarch of the Southland, has cross- for the District of Columbia; Dr. A.
ed the Father of Waters and enthron- F. Owens, dean of the theological deed himself west of the Mississippi. partment of Selma university; BishThese deductions are based upon the op Alexander .Walters of Jersey City,
department of agriculture cotton crop N. J.; Dr. J. S. Flipper, president of
estimates for 1906 1907.
Morris Brown college at Atlanta, Ga. ;
According to these figures compil- D. G. Valentine of this city is secretaed by the government experts, the ry of the fair association and Dr. Jas.
total of the last cotton crop is approx E. Shepard of Durham, N. C, the forimately 12,500,000 bales, of which
eign agent.
bales were grown east of the
o
B. S. Kuykendall and E. M. Delk,
river and 6,300,000 bales west of the
river, giving an excess in favor of the who were here yesterday as witnesses
South-westerstates of about 100,000 at the land office, returned home last
bales. Of the total crop, nearly a night.
'

The facts above are given merely
that the people of New Mexico may
know how much value received is
returned for this considerable amount
of the public money. It can be safely
left to the people's judgment whether
or not this now well established form
of graft should be allowed to con
tinue.

It
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Stenographers Needed

s

$
Clerk
Samuel Reins, committee clerk,
Crecencio Padilla, copying clerk
copying
Benjamin
L. Lujan,

clerk
Venceslado

Roybal, doorkeeper
Romero,
assistant

Juan J
doorkeeper,
Alejandro Mares, committee
- clerk
. .
Francisco Sanchez, committee
clerk,.
Mrs. E. Dixon, stenographer,. .
David Baca, assistant sergeant
at arms
Ciprlano Vigil, assistant door
keeper
Santiago Martinez, doorkeeper,
J. D. Martinez, messenger,....
Antonio Valdez, messenger

4.00 Pages
4.00 Interpreters,.'
4.00 Translators,.
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
6.00
4.00

classified)
4.00
4.00
2.00
2.00

PICKARD
Hand Painted China
in its varied and artistic colors,
designs and decorations, make,
wedding gift which are highly'
prized and always appropriate. The
special monogram work in gold will
be particularly pleasing to the bride.

We have a full display
of this beautiful art work and we
shall be glad to have von come in
and see it. Beautiful
booklets for distribution

Park & Morrison
Jewelers.

'

Stenographers
(An additional fast stenographer
has since been imported from
Carlsbad having been found absolutely necessary for the transaction of the business of the
house, the other two stenographers being overworked.)
Copying clerks
Watchmen,.
Posmistress
Mr. Bursum's slx employes (not

The Woolverton Practical Business College, has sent out many of
its students to accept positions. It seems impossible to supply the
demand. Accept this offer: We want twenty young men and ladies
to enter this College next Monday, we will guarantee to secure a stood
position for each as soon as they graduate.
Come
and arrange to enter Monday, we mean business,
we need stenographers to fill calls sent in to us and possibly you need
a good position, Some one may say you can not get a good position,
possibly you cant, but we can, we have secured positions for every
one of our pupils that has prepared for one since we came to Roswell.

5
3
2
2

to-morr-

You Do Not Have

2
1
1

Shorthand.

6

:
60
Total
There are twenty eight standing
committees in the house, for which
there are fifteen committee clerks,
Of these
aDuearine on the payroll.
twenty-eigh- t
committees, not more
than ten have enough work to occupy the services of one competent man
hours during
or woman twenty-fou- r
the entire session.
Of the fifteen committee clerks, not
five understand the use of a typewriter. Several of them do not speak the
English Language. They are totally
useless for any purpose whatever, except to swell the payroll.
Several of these committee clerks
have not appeared in the house or
near It since the opening week of the
session. Fred Fisher, of Albuquerque
for instance, who Is credited as a com
mittee clerk, appointed by Representative S. E. Aldrich of McKinley county, has not been seen in Santa Fe
since the opening week. Fisher is
generally
mentioned because he is
known.
He Is not an exception by

any means.

There are five assistant sergeant-a- t
arms, in addition to the sergeant at
arms, and it is also understood that
one of the sixWokp TH TH THTHT
one or two of the .Bursum's six are
slated assistants to former Sheriff Baca of Socorro county. The bouse- - is
not naturally a disorderly body, and
there is very little question of the
ability of this corps of stalwart men
to keep peace.
There are four doorkeepers andf five
assistant doorkeepers, a total of nine
assigned to this duty. The total number of doors in the house of representatives, is 3 giving a total of three
doorkeepers to each door, at the rate
of (4 each per day. If the doorkeepers
were all busy and on duty all the time
entry and exit to the house would be
Impeded since the passages would be
clogged, but fortunately most of the
doorkeepers do not work. '
There are nine messengers, but it

to Learn

We have something better, Aristography can be learned in one-hal- f
the time that is required to learn the best shorthand. It is as easy to
read as print. There is no guess work. Isaac S. Dement the champion stenographer of the world, has at last solved the "Vowel problem". Dispensed with the guess work, and presented to the world the
greatest time saving and money making system in the form of
that has ever been published.
Aristography, unlike most new systems, has a man at the head of
it with a renowned reputation which he would not exchange for any
"fake" system, furthermore, most of the leading Colleges are adopting Aristography.
Arie-tograph-

y,

a

I

Teachers Wanted
We want those who are well advanced in literary branches to enter
this College, learn Aristography and prepare to teach it. We desire
to open many other Colleges.
Practical stenographers should leam aristography, pitmanic writers especially, for aristography is pitmanic except the "Vowel problem", and the time and tedious application required to learn; word-signAny pitmanic writer should learn aristography in two weeks.
Call and see it any way. It is a revelation to stenographers. Don't
be a stenographer be an Aristographer, that's it.

s.

Woolverton

Practical

Business College Go

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hendrickson,
who have been .visiting, friends here
for three weeks, leave tomorrow for
their home in Aledo, 111.'

LOCAL NEWS,

Mrs. R. T. Allison returned WednesD. T. Reese, of Hope, Is la town. day night from a four months visiting trip to Wichita and Newton, Kanbaa It sas and to Crowley, La.
Boellner, tie Jeweler,
o
87tf
cheaper.
G. F. Stone, of Amarllk), was here
o
Prank Bench, of EliJa, came down yesterday looking for a location, but
having failed to find what he wanted,
last night.
went to Pecos last night.
a
O
Eyes tested free at L. B. Boellner,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Mclnnes. who
;.
88tf
Jeweler and Optician.-- '
have made an extended stay, in the
Lon Cottingham Teturaed last aight Pecos Valley, left this morning for
,
their home in eastern Texas.
from a trip to Dexter.
--

C. C. Masters, of St. Louis, repre
Will you work? If sw, read Business
College ad.: on page 3.
senting the A. J. Jordan Cutlery Co..
came in last night to remain two or
Real estate men will organize to three days calling on the trade.

night at Carlton

&

Bell's.

o
Kenton, of Artesia

Mrs. T hernia
was here shopping today.

returned last night
from his ranch near Kenna.
Dave Howell

Miss May Stickney went to Urton

this morning for

a

short visit.

F. E. Baker, whose marriage to
Bell is announced for
Miss Cortez
Saturday morning, arrived last night
from his home In Whitehall, 111.
Four-inc- h
Silk Ribbon, 10c per yd.
Mail Boxes. Alarm Clocks and Fishing Tackle at bargain prices. Biggest
Tablet in town 5c Makings Bargains.
'

W. T. Stevig will leave tomorrow
for his home in Pulaski, Iowa

The best and safest way to make
money is to invest in real estate. We
have some of the best bargains in
Earl Holmes came in last night the Valley. See us Carlton & Bell.
from Kansas City, seeking health.
o
and Mrs. J. J. S. Smith return
Don't fall to see our list of bar ed Mr.
their name northwest of Carls
to
gains In this issued Carltoa & Bell
bad last night. They were here yes
making final proof oa their
Roy Mook left last night on a bust terday
ness visit to Dexter and Lake Arthur. homestead.
:
o
and Mrs'. G.B. Lanning arrived
Dont forget your Valentine. All lastMr.night
from Welda, Kansas, for
Book
kinds and prices. IngersoU's
a
with their son. Fred
visit
month's
89tf
Store.
tanning, of the Chaves County AbE. EHardwich went to Artesia last stract Company.
night on a short trip returning this
The Cemetery Association will
morning.
meet Saturday afternoon at three
Dr. L. Durham, the Cattle Inspec- o'clock at the residence of Mrs. Chas.
tor, went to Carlsbad last night on Whiteman. All members are request
90t2
ed to be present.
' business.
.

Roy Thomas returned to his home
H. C. EIrick returned to Dexter last
night after spending two days with in Artesia last night. He stopped here
a day on his way home from a visit
friends here.
in Wausika, O. T., where he has been
o
R V. Crowder came up from Lake visiting relatives.
Arthur this morning on his way north
Miss Iva Elliott, head milliner at
oa business.

If yon buy right yon can always
for a profit. Buy real estate from
Carlton & Bell.
.

FOR SALE

- 50-ae- res

two-third-

eler and Optician.
Don't fail to come out to the real

estate meeting tonight at Carlton
Bell's office, at 7:30

&

L. P. Richards returned to his home
in Hagerman last night. He was here
having dental work done.
Andy Robertson went to Artesia
last night to spend a few days with
his sister, Mrs. J. P. Dyer.
W. V. Dannelley and A. A. and C.
W. Beemaa, of Carlsbad, came up
this morning to spend the day.
R. B. Jones and his brother-in-laWill Wool vert on, went to Urton this
morning to remain two days.
w

o

Arthur,
came up yesterday to remain a couple
of days looking after business.
T. B, Carm tiers, of Lake

.
o
George D. Gamble, of Solomoas-ville- ,
A. T., arrived tils morning for

a business visit of several days.

All real estate men invited to attend Important meeting this evening
t 7:30 at CarRon' & Bell's office.

I

o

T. A. Curry, appraiser for the Colorado State Land Commission, left
tills morning for his home in Denver.
Frank. Large went to his ranch near
Dexter last night to spend ten days
or two weeks looking after interests.
Now Is the time to get good Cora,
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our
line is complete. Roewell Trading
Co.

.

o
Mrs. Beatrice Wagoner and Miss El

la Hargrove arrived last night from

Chicago on a business visit of several

days.

---

.'

)

D. D. Temple, of Artesia, is spending several days this week at the land
office in Roswell, looking after legal
business.

sufficient
artesian
capacity to water 320 acres.
Price
.....f 13,200
124 acres 2 miles from town,
100 acres with water right,
well of

55 acres young orchard, 40
acres alfalfa. Price $12,000
200 acres 2 miles from Dexter, good artesian well and
reservoir, 10 acres "
orchard, some- - alfalfa.
Price, per acre
$40
Besides these farms we
also have several small
tracts at equally attractive

prices. For full particulars
cail on or write

J
I

Dexter, New Mexico.

160 acre farm, finely Improved, located in central Oklahoma, to trade
for property In or near Roswell
What have you got? Carlton & Bell.

opposite postoffice.

-

Georgia Dispensary Fight.
Dawson, Ga., Feb. 7. A special elec
tion is in progress here today to decide the dlspehsary " question, which
has been agitating the people of this
city for many weeks. Practically all
or'the white voters of the country registered for the election, which ends
one of the hottest campaigns ever
waged oa the liquor question in this

--

Now is the time to get good corn,
oats, bran chops and hay. as our line
TRADING
Js completer ROSWELL
COMPANY.
o

and Charles Smith, their sisand j mother
came up from Lake Arthur this morning to spend the day.
G. W.

ter, Mrs. 'Annie Cox,

state.

Want every EYE to look

Sheriff Cicero Stewart, of Eddy
county, passed through this morning stock of the latest and
on his way from Carlsbad to Amaril-l- perb jcollection of ,
oa legal business, f
"

at onr

most su

o

f"

Rev. E. McQueen Gray passed thru
this morning on his way from Carlsbad to AnmrllloV where ha will deliver a lecture tonight.
A. L. Younger returned last night
from a three weeks stay at his old
home In Perry, O. T, He and his wife
anj spending the winter in Roewell
SHii Mr. Younger was called home on
"""
business.
'

Valentines
A. IC MOTT

v

Is said to be the bath, and to be healthfully convenient
it should be properly installed.

Crusade for More Sunday School
Pupils is to Be Started. Soon, and
the First Act Will Be to Canvass
the City.

That's Our Business.
or small.

The annual convention of the Sun
day chool workers of Roswell was
held last night in the Presbyterian
church, and the meeting was declared
to be a success from every stand
tion.
point. The attendance was good and
an excellent program was carried out
Best to Plant Now.
Now is the best time to plant Furthermore great enthusiasm was
trees, before the roots begin to shown in the plans for increasing the
grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds attendance in the Sunday schools' of
the city generally was so great, much
cheap.
good is bourd to be accomplished.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Daniel entertainR.M. Parsons, as president chos
ed a party of young people at "Forty-Two- " en at a preliminary organization sevlast night, the evening being eral weeks ago, presided over the
The meeting was opened
pleasantly spent, and concluded with meeting.
serving light refreshments.
The by all singing "All Hail the Power
guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Tom
of Jesus Name," after which Rev. J
Misses Eva Nelson, Ila Odem, H. Murray invoked the Divine bless
Georgia Garner and I vie Elliott; ing.
E. S. Gibbany was the first speaker.
Messrs. Boyd Estes. Capt. Lohman,
His subject was, "How Can We Keep
Fred Miller and
the Children Interested in Sunday
Mrs. Sophia . Gaullieur, of Berne, School Work?" He said that a school
Switzerland, who has been here vis- should have competent teachers, who
iting her nejphew, Capt. Charles de have prepared lessons, and that each
Bremond, for the past two months, pupil should be made to realize that
left on the auto today for Los An- the teacher has a personal interest
geles, Calif. She is accompanied by in him. He
advised the teaching of
another nephew, A. B. Reuss.
great principles and leaving out the
denominational and sectarian views
in Sunday school work.
E. R. Alexander sang a solo, to the
delight of the entire audience, after
which Mr. Parsons gave his statisti
cal report, as president, and talked
oa the subject, "What Are the BenFOR SALE.
efits of the Teachers' Meetings to the
He gave a black
FOR SALE.
Land .scrip. W. G. Sunday School?"
board synopsis of the Sunday school
42tf
Skillmaa.
work in Roswell and submitted the
FOR SALE:
Phaeton and harness. following table, computed
from last
88t3
Apply 100 S. Penn. ave.
Sunday's records in the five largest
FOR SALE: My place for sale. Ap- Sunday schools in the city:
ply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7
(First column, enrollment; 2nd, at
Good heavy team of tendance; 3rd, collection.)
FOR SALE:
horses. S. A. Carter, . first house
300
200
$6.00

"""

.

200 South

"

1
Northern Implement Men.
Minot, N. B.B, Feb. 7. The North
Dakota, Minnesota and Northwestern

Implement Dealers association

open-

ed an Its eighth 'annual convention in
the Minot opera bouse this evening

with a large attendance of delegates

from all over the Northwest.

Consid-

eration of the car shortage and other
transportation problems will occupy
much of the time of the convention,
which win last through
and
Saturday.
'.,-.-- -

The Confectioner.
Charles Gilbert, father and two
ters, left on the auto yesterday
309 N. Main. Oklahoma Block Estancla oa business trip.
--

sis-

for
-

Col.

Page's.

89t2

175

150

up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates
AGAIN

The
Good

3.60

bob-taile-

'.

-

TO-NIG-

HT

Gilliam

Family

Gymnastic and Acrobatic Acts, Black
Face and Pantomine Comedy,
Song and Dance

ILLUSTRATED

SONGS.

TWO HOURS OF IT.

Admission 25 and 35 Cents
On K. P. Lot South Main

'HI

til finally each worker will have only
one block to canvass. The work will
not take more than one hour of tima
for each canvasser and the entire can
vass will be made in one day. Pull announcement will be made so that all
will start out the same day, and the
people will be ready to receive them.
The principal facts to be collected
are the number of children of Sunday
school age in the city, and the num
ber that are attending.
Tennessee Pythian Convention.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 7. Mem
bers of the Knights of Pythias lodges
in this section of the Country are
here today in large numbers for the
district convention. The visitors will
be entertained by the local lodges
during their stay.

"Father, of New Navy" Dead.
Bridgewater,
Mass., Feb. 7. Former Congressman Benjamin W. Harris died here today, aged 83. Jitdse
Harris was known in congress as the
"Father of the New Navy."
o

from Berlin states that
Professor Carl Hau, of Washington,
who is charged with the murder of his
A dispatch

mother-in-la-

at

Baden-Bade-

Rev. S. E. Wilson, pastor of the
M. E. church at Portales.
came to Roswell last night, bringing
with him a bride. The news of his
marriage came as a surprise to his
friends here.

Southern

WALL PAPER
We Put
on the Wall for you

Of all Kinds.
":

it

BSs-mi-

--

sub-distric- ts

is ser-

iously ill and is not expected to recover. Hau fled to London after the
crime, where he was arrested and extradited to Germany.

Championship Pool Match.
We have all kinds of bargains in
New York, Feb. 7. The first pool
city
pioperty of all kinds. See us beforchampionship
match
the world's
you buy. Carlton & Bell.
fore
in several years will be commenced
here this evening between George
Dawson and Thomas Hueston of St.
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
Louis. The match will be continued
(Local Report.)
through
and Saturday
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 7. Tempera
nights.
ture. Max., 72; min., 42; mean, 57.
Precipitation, 00; wind W., velocity
8 miles; partly cloudy.
Minnesota Y. M. C. A. Meeting.
Otawonna, Minn., ' Feb. 7. With
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
more tha-- 500 delegates in attendance
Rain or snow tonight, fair Friday;
the Minnesota branch of the Young stationary temperature.
Men's Christian Association opened
Forecast for New Mexico:
Its annual convention ' here
today.
Generally fair tonight and Friday,
Many distinguished men of this and except rain or snow in southeast porother states will deliver addresses uur tion tonight; stationary temperature.
ing the meeting, which will last until
M. WRIGHT,
Sunday evening.
Official In Chare

.

--

Furnished.

SHOW

'

.

MainPhone

(175.
The largest and most
stock of LUM HER,
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.

Classified "Ads.

120
3.00
160
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
100
4.50
150
open woven wire fence. Apply Oatf.
3.40
sis ranch,, or phone 347.
138
117
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
687
903
$20.50
Total
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
This shows an attendance of 75
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
per cent of the enrollment and a colkaDiamond ring, 1
FOR SALE:
of 3c per scholar, average.
rat. A brilliant stone, price $175. lectiontelling
In
of the benefits of the
Address Box 23, Dexter, N. M. at
teachers' meetings, Mr. Parsons des
FOR SALE::
Three burner gasoline cribed the .methods of the Southern
range, $10.00; 20 black Minorca M. E. Sunday school teachers, who
hens 75c each. C. V. Childress, the ;o from their work at six o'clock ev
87t6 ery Wednesday evening to the church
Water Man..
time
A nice house, well lo and there have a good social
FOR SALE:
cated. It is a bargain. For terms ap- with lunch and study the Sunday
ply to Claude Dean, Citizens' Na school lesson for an hour before the
prayer meeting. The lunch costs from
88t3
tional Bank.
12 to 15c apiece and increases the
social
feature of the conference. This
FOR RENT.
social meeting keeps up the interest
FOR RENT:
Furnished rooms, 512 and the study makes a great differ
89t3 ence in the class work at the Sun
N. Mo.
FOR RENT:
Nice front room, fur day school. He declared that the
teachers' meetings were as necessary
90t3
nished. 215 N. Pecos.
to the Sunday school as the tongue
Two front rooms, 204
FOR RENT:
- S. Penn. ave. Inquire P. V. Market. to a wagon. He added significantly
d
tfiat a
dog could not walk
85t5
a log.
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
Miss Rodkey sang with her usual
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N. finish and charm,' after, which J. W.
Main St.
85tf Gamel spoke on "What are the Results of Tardiness of Teachers?" He
rooms,
upstairs
Two
RENT.
FOR
two for light house keeping. 816 declared the nromot attendance of
teachers 'to be one of the imost imporN. Main.
90t3
tant phases of Sunday school work.
FOR RENT. Five room house, 107 He said
that the teacher who could
N. LeaApply A. Hanney, at First Na- not come on time and made a habit
tional Bank. "
85tf.
of coming in late should resign; that
if they did not have enough interest
WANTED.
to come on time, they had better
WANTED:
Parties to take contract quit. He further declared that if any
to break up land. Apply to R. C. one had to sleep so late on Sunday
morning that they were late to SunNisbet, 806'N.vPenn. ave.'
day school they were too lazy to preWANTED:
Boarders at the Wool- pare a lesson in a manner suitable
verton business colege" boarding for instructing an intelligent class.
houBe; $20 per month, board and
After a musical number by the con.
room.
gregation, the first annual election
WANTED:
Reliable man to farm of officers was held, resulting as fol80 acres
Hondo land, ,3
.miles lows: President, R. M. Parsons; First
from city. Water right. Call at Vice President, Ed S. Gibbany; Seconce. E. H. Robins, 302 N. Penn. ond "V.' P., J. .W. Gamel; Treasurer,
E. Hender
88t3.
J. M. Reid; Secretary,
son.
As the principal object of the conLOST.
vention was encourage the attendance
LO?y :
Pocketbook containing sev at Sunday schools, a crusade' in that
eral bills and. a small change purse line was inaugurated by appointing a
with some change, also visiting committee that will have in charge
cards, one with memorandum on the canvassing of the entire , town.
the back. Liberal reward for return A member was appointed from each
87tf of the largest Sunday schools in the
to Record office.
eity as follows: Baptist, Mrs. A. Pra
tt; First Methodist, Mrs. E. A.
FOUND.
;
- Presbyterian,
R. eJ Lund; Epis
FOUND: Afur. Owner may, have copal. Wm. Plunkett; Christian, Mrs.
same by calling at this office prov- P. W Hehnig; Southern Methodist,
ing property and paying for this R. T. Burge. The work is to be divid
-n- otice.-.-90t3. ed into district! ami
un- -

1J,t1

'

Pecos Valley Lumber Co

Ma-lon-

north of

'

Proper installation of tfanitary Plumbing' is a specialty,
and we will gladly furnish an estimate of any job, lar?e

.

dress-makin-

;.

i

Modktf Convenience

CHILDREN

s

the Telephone "Trust"
Miss., Feb. 7. A special
railroad
the Mississippi
is being held here today
to nvestigate charges of discrimination in rates preferred against the
Cumberland Telephone and Telegraph
Company. The Meredian
of
board
trade presented evidence tending to
show that the Telephone Company
has been granting secret rebates to
subscribers here in order to crush out
competition).
Numerous complaints
regarding the telephone "trust"
in
various parts of the state and it is
expected that the railroad commission
will shortly issue some radical orders
for the rigid control of that corpora-

'

Before you buy a clock or watch
will you see ma. L. B. Boellner, Jew

The Greatest

Probing
Meridian,
meeting of
commission

morn-

lt

FOR THE

d

100 acres 2J" mites " fromr
Dexter. 50 acres
of alorchard andfalfa. Water right with
land.-- Price
..$14,000
170 acres 2 miles from
town, water right for 60
acres, 20 acres hearing orchard , 30 acres new orchard ,
30 ai res alfalfa.. Price, per
acre
$85
miles from
240 acres 4
town, watered from a fine

Go.

..

affair has promise of being' one of
the great events of the season.' The
place of holding the banquet has not
been decided upon. The Annual ban- - f
quet of the Commercial Club has not
been held for two years, hut" its glories in the past are remembered by
all the old faithful members. It 'will SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERS OF
be a benefit to the Club and a pleas
ROSWELL HOLD CONVENTION
"lire, to those who attend,
s
The number of guests will be lim
ited to 100, and this will be only
of the Club membership. Those
who wish to go should see the secretary and buy their tickets at once. TO CANVASS
THE CITY

Farm Land Near Dexter

Jeifj Coif S

COMMER-...-

CI AL CLUB BANQUET.
,
The annual Commercial Club' Banquet for fcba year 1907 wfll be given
February s 18, at 8 : 30 p "
the

A few articles suitahle for wedding
spoons, tea sets, hand painted
gifts,
store, left this
tne
trays
China, baking dishes, orumb
ing for St. Louis, where she will spoon trays, cut glass and hand paint
spend several weeks in the markets,
ed China. I would like to show you
studying spring styles.
my goods. L. B.t Boellner, Jeweler.
o
o
J. E. Montgomery, who came here
Col. E. P. Williams, of Portales is
a
ago
two weeks
with his wife for
in the city visiting bis old schoolboy
visit with her father. Sam White, left friend, John B. Gill. Col. Williams re
:hls morning for his home. Mrs. Mont- cently oaine to the territory from Argomery will continue her visit.
kansas. He is only temporarily locat
Troy Legate left this morning for ed m Portales, and may conclude to
Portales, where he will take charge settle permanently in or near Roswell
o
of an automobile for the West Auto
Miss Daisy Rainbolt and little niece
mobile Co., of Midland, Tex. He vishave
Miss Dorothy Saunders, who
ited the local garage for a day.
been visiting with relatives here for
the past few weeks, left last night for
M. P. Foreman has gone to Carri- El Paso, where Miss Daisy is studying
znzo and filed on a claim which he
She was
millinery and
poets
noma
awhile.
to make his
for
ei
by her
Carlsbad
accompanied
as
as
far
Mrs. Foreman will go to Es'.ancia to- mother, Mrs. Lib Rainbolt, who weut
morrow to vltil relatives for a month.
for a pleasure trip.
The annual meeting of the stock
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. BallarS and chilholders of the Roswell Oil Co. to dren, who have been here several
elect directors will be held in Room days while Jne of the little girls was
Tuesday, February being
4 Texas Block,
treated for hydrophobia and St.
12. 1907, at 7:3ft p. m. J. N. CHIP- dance, left Wednesday night for
Vitus'
i
83tl2
LEY, Sec
home in Lake Arthur. They had
their
o
intended taking the little girl to St.
Mrs. W. C. Millar, who has been
Louis for treatment but she has recov
here making a visit with her parents,
so rapidly here the long trip will
ered
Mr. and Mrs. H. Clay Evans. left this be
'
morning for Waco, from where she
will go to Gonzales, for an extended
Kansas Y. M. C. A. Convention.
visit with relatives.
Ottawa, Kan., Feb. 7. Hundreds of
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. .Scott, of Knox young men are arriving here today
ville, Tenn., who have been here visit for the annual state convention of the
Ing Mr. and Mrs. K. K. Scott and are Toung Men's Christian Association
in the valley with a view of locating. which will be held in the First Baptist
went to Carlsbad this morning for a church and will last until next Sunday
The visitors are being given an enthus
stay of indefinite length.
iastic welcome by the students and
o
faculty
of Ottawa university, a BapE. J. Bates came in last night from
institution. More than twenty
his ranch near Puerto, N. M. He was tist
speakers from all parts of
accompanied here by his brother, M. prominent
country will address the delegates
the
W. Bates, and his ibride, who are out
It Is expected that fhe total attenon a honeymoon trip and will visit E.
will reach 1,000.
dance
J. and wife several days in Roswell.
Gotham Belle a Bride.
The Business College rushes busi
New York, Feb. 6. Miss Louise
ness, and gets good results. Still some
one of the most popular
people in the city do not know that Vanderhoef.
young ladles of New York's "400" toit exists. Many others do not know day
became the bride of Gustave M.
what is on the inside of this college. Hecksher.
.The ceremony was perThey cannot find it in the Dictionary
in St. Bartholomew's church
or Delineator. Read Business College formed
ia the presence of a large assemblage
ad. on page 3.
of distinguished guests.
Joyce-Pru-

seU

THE ANNUAL

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

